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1. Introduction. Let £ be a bounded closed set in the space C" of n-complex

variables z = (zx, ...,zB). Let fe(z) be a real function defined and bounded on E.

In the following we define an extremal function <&(z, E, fe), z e C, depending on

£ and fe. For this purpose we introduce a triangular array of extremal points

{?iv)} 0I •£• In tne case tnat b(z) is lower semicontinuous, the formal definition

of the points ykv) is analogous to the definition of Fekete-Leja's point of a plane

set. In the case that E is in C1 and fe(z) = 0, the points y^v) are exactly Fekete's

points of £ (see (5.3')).

In the case of one complex variable, the function log 0(z, £, 0) is a generalized

Green's function for the unbounded component of CE with pole at co. It is well

known that the Green's function plays the primary role in the theory of inter-

polation and approximation of holomorphic functions of one variable by poly-

nomials (see [27]). It turns out that the function í>(z,£,0), zeC", also plays a

quite similar role in the theory of interpolation and approximation of holomorphic

functions of several variables by polynomials. For instance, one can obtain the

Bernstein-Walsh inequality

|Pv(z)| ^ M<Dv(z,E,0),     zeC",     M = max |Py(z)\

PjLz) being an arbitrary polynomial of order v,  v = 0,1,_This inequality is

useful in the proof of the following theorem: // í>(z,£,0) is continuous in C" and

ER is given by
ER = {z|O(z,£,0)<P} ,       P>1,

then the necessary and sufficient condition that function f(z) be holomorphic in

ER and not continuable to holomorphic (single-valued) function   in any ER.,

R' > R, is that

(*) Hm sup  7 max |/(z) - ttv(z) |    = —,
v->a> ieE "

where nv(z) denotes a polynomial of order v of the Tchebycheff best approxi-

mation tof(z) on E.
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We also show that polynomials ¿fv(z,f) found by interpolation of/(z) at the

extremal points of E (with respect to b(z) = 0) converge maximally to f(z).

We prove that if £ is a Cartesian product of plane sets EuE2,...,En, any one

of which has positive logarithmic capacity, then

<D(z,£,0) = max {9(?uEit%...t <D(z„,£n,0)},       z e C.

This equality implies that approximation or interpolation by polynomials to the

function f(z)=:f(zl, ...,zn) holomorphic in the Cartesian product of plane

sets reduces, in principle, to approximation or interpolation in each variable

separately.

For instance, if E = Et x ... x E„, then (*) is a necessary and sufficient condi-

tion that the function/(z) be holomorphic in the Cartesian product E1R x E2R x

... x E„R, where EkR = {zk\<S>izk,Ek,0) < R}. In the case that Ek, k = \,2,...,n,

is a line segment, this fact has been proved by a different method in [17].

In the last section we prove that if 0(z, E, 0) is finite at any point of C, then

there exists a limit

(**) uiz,E,b)  =lim    jlog ^yj?  ,   zeC".
Aio    X        <P(z,L,0)

If £ is a plane set of positive capacity, then the function u(z, E, b) is harmonic

in CE. In the case that £ is a Jordan curve and b(z) is continuous, the function

u(z, E, b) has been proved in [8] and [13] to be a solution of the Dirichlet problem

for the interior of £ with boundary values biz). This result has been generalized

in [21] as follows. If £ is the boundary of a domain D which contains the point

co in its interior, the function uiz, £, b) i s a generalized solution of the Dirichlet

problem for any component of CE with boundary values b(z) (continuous or not)

In the last section of this paper the connection of u(z, £, b) with Bremermann's

solution (see [4]) of the Dirichlet problem for plurisubharmonic functions in C

and with domains of uniform convergency of Hartogs' series has been established.

In particular, we have proved the following. If £ is a Silov boundary with respect

to polynomials of a bounded domain D such that there exists a decreasing sequence

of domains of holomorphy {Dv} convergent to D,

ö»3ß,+ i=Ä       v=l,2,...,       Dv^D,

and if any function holomorphic in D can be approximated by polynomials

uniformly in D, then the function

«*(z,£,b) = lim sup u(z'£,b), zeD,
z'-*z

is an upper envelope of all functions F(z) plurisubharmonic in D which are less

or equal to biz) on £.

Roughly speaking, this means that for bounded polynomially convex domains

the function u*(z,E,b) is equal to Bremermann's function.
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The functions log i>*(z, £, fe), for z e C, and u*(z, E, fe), for z e D, are plurisub-

harmonic and therefore are members of some of Bergman's extended classes [2; 3].

In the case of C1, the functions log <S>(z,E,b) and w(z,£,fe) are harmonic at any

finite point outside of £ and therefore are continuous there. The natural question

of the continuity of 0*(z, £, fe) or u*(z, E, fe), zeC" (or of the generalized solution

of Dirichlet's problem for plurisubharmonic functions) is still open. One knows

that in the case of C1 there is also a very simple relation between Green's function

and Bergman's kernel function. We do not know whether any relation between

log <D*(z,E,0) and the kernel function of several complex variables can be estab-

lished.

The author wishes to express his gratitude to Professor F. Leja for his inspi-

ration and to Mr. A. Hurd for his help in preparing the manuscript.

2.   Lagrange interpolation formulae for polynomials of n complex variables(2).

Let Py(z) = Pv(zx, ...,z„) be a polynomial of degree v

(1) P,(z)     = I     aki...knz^...zk".

We shall always assume that a polynomial of degree v is also of degree v', v' ^ v.

kx¡, ■■■ >kn¡ ,       ( = 1,2,...,Gv+ni(l

denote the sequence of all solutions in nonnegative integers of the inequality

kx + ... + kn^v. Then Pv(z) may be written in the form

(2) Pv(z) =   I aku...kntzkx»...zkn»<,    v*-«C,+.,n.
1=1

Let p(v) = {pi,p2, ...,Pv,} be a system of v# points

(3) pi = (zxi,...,znl), i = 1,2,. ..,v„

such that the determinant

(4) V(p^) =det[zÎ!'z2r...ziSî'],     (i,/ = l,2,...,v„),

is different from zero. We observe that V(p(v)) is a determinant of the system of

linear equations

(5) I akilk2l„.knlzkx\'zk>\.. z*"'= b„ i = 1,2,...,v„
1 = 1

where akuk2i   kn¡, 1 = 1,2,..., v#, are unknowns. Therefore, there is exactly one

polynomial P(z) of degree v which takes the value fe¡ at the point p¡ of system p<v).

A system p<v> = {px, ...,pv>} for which F(p(,,)) ¥= 0 will be called unisolvent with

respect to polynomials of degree v, or simply unisolvent system of order v.

Let us replace the ith row of the determinant (4) by the row

\zx    z2     ...zn    , zx    z2     ...Zn        ,...,  Zx     Z2      ... Z   v»J.

(2) Concerning various interpolation formulas in C" see for instance [22; 24].
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We shall obtain a new determinant (4), say F¡(z,p(v)), which corresponds to the

system of points

{Pit Pi*—> Pi-it Z> P¡ + l>"->   Pv.}>

z being an arbitrary point of C. Let

(6) L<¡W>) = Y&F¡L ,   I-1A....V

We have

(7) li"iPj,P™) - ¿y ,       ¿J = l,2,...,v,.

The degree of L(<)(z,p(,,)) is equal to v. We obtain the following:

Lemma 1. If pM = {Pi,-.,pv,} is unisolvent system of vv points of C (i.e.,

F(p(v)) # 0) and P¿z) is an arbitrary polynomial of degree v, then

(8) P,(z)=  ¿'^¿"(z/'),       zeC".
i=l

Formula (8) reduces in the case of n = 1 to the well-known interpolation

formula of Lagrange.

Let CV — {Cjtoj Cki. •••>i*v} De a system of v + 1 points of the (zt)-plane, fc = 1,2,

...,n, respectively. Let W'iz^C^) denote the fundamental polynomial (6) of the

complex variable zk corresponding to the system Çkv). If Píz) = Pizu...,z¿) is a

polynomial of degree v with respect to any of its variables separately, then by

iteration of Lagrange's formula for one variable, we obtain

(9) Píz)= i      P(Ci¡1,C2¡2,-,CBin)L(i'>(zi,CÍv))...L(W(zn,e)).
Ill ¡2.in-0

Sometimes it is convenient to have a special interpolation formula for homo-

geneous polynomials. The simplest way of deriving such a formula is to introduce

a system of points unisolvent with respect to homogeneous polynomials. Let

QÁZ) — 8v(zi) •■■>zn) be a homogeneous polynomial of degree v,

6v(z) = I     ak,...K zi -zn">

where !*,+...+*„=, denotes summation over all solutions in nonnegative integers

of the equation xt + x2 + ... + x„ = v.   Let

(feu,fc21, ...,knl) ,       I = 1,2,..., v0, v0 = Cv+B_i>B_!,

be a complete sequence of these solutions. Then
vo

(10) <2v(z) =  I akakll...knlz\"...zY.
(=i

Let p(v) = {p1(... ,pVo} denote a system of v0 points of C where

Pi^i^iitZat -,Zud,        i = l,2...,v0,

such that the determinant
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(11) WÍp^)=det[zkl¡'zk2V...zk„r], U = l,2,...,v0,

is different from zero. Let W¡íz, pM) denote the determinant (11) corresponding

to the system {pl,...,pl^i, z, p¡+i,...,pVo}, z being an arbitrary point of C".

The polynomial

(12) T«>(z,p<») =    Zf¡j$¡¡¡-.       í-lA-.Vo,

is, of course, homogeneous and of degree v.    Moreover

(13) 1*KPjJ*) - ¿y .       U = l,2,...,v0,

whence we have.

Lemma2. // p(v) = {pi,...,pvo}, v0 = Cv+n-.Un-.u is a system of v0 points of

C such that W(p(v)) # 0 and if Qviz) is an arbitrary homogeneous polynomial

of degree v, then
vo

(14) Qviz) =  Ißv(p,)T(i)(z,pw) zeC .
i=l

3. Interpolation series of Newton.    Let

(1) Ck    = |CkO> C*l > •••>Ctv)

be a system of v + 1 distinct points of the zt-plane, fc = 1.2, ...,n, respectively.

Consider the points in C given by

(2) Ph-u -{£«,.£2«,» —>W>

where iu i2,..., in are nonnegative integers such that

(2') i, + i2 + ... + i„ = v.

There are v# = Cv+B_„ such points. We remember that v* is also the number of

coefficients of a polynomial Pv(z), z e C, of degree v.

Lemma 1.    Given v# arbitrary complex numbers

&r,»,...i« -      'i + ••• + '« ^ v,

fbere exists exactly one polynomial Pviz) of degree v such that

(3) Py(ph ... ;„) = b;i... in ,        ij + ... + i, á v.

Moreover polynomial Pv may be written in an unique way in the form

(A) P¿z) =        S 0,-t..,,. ft (¿» - U) ...(*» - Chk-i).
¡i+... + ;„ g v *=1

H'/jere by definition we put izk — Ck,-i) = L
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Proof. At first we shall prove that there is a unique polynomial of the form

(4) which satisfies (3). For n = 1 the formula (4) reduces to the well-known inter-

polation formula of Newton. For n = 2 see [22]. We shall use induction. Sup-

pose our theorem to be true for n — 1 variables and observe that

J\(z) =     I
¡i=0

£   aM2...i„n (z*-c*o)...(Zfc-c*ik-i)
¡2+...+¡„áv-/i k = 2 J

x (Zt-Cio)...(zi-Cin-j)
V

=    I   P,_,1(Z2,... ,Z„)(Zl-Clo)-(2l--iu,-l)-
¡1=0

Equations (3) may now be written in the form

b0¡2¡3...¡„   =   PyCCajj.Csi,. ••• >C¡„). ¿2 + ¿3 + ••• + in  Ú  V

1¡2¡3-. ¡n   =    "v'»3ii»»3<a» •••»4«/*J

/4<x +   ^v-l(Í2¡2,C3¡3>"->Cn¡n)(Cll-Clo)   '     Í3 + ... + í.áV-l

"vOO...O     =   FV(Ç20,L,30, ...,C«o) + •••

+   -Poi^O» ..-'Cno)   (Civ — Clo) ..-(Civ ~ Clv-l).

Due to the induction assumption the first Cv+„-x„-x equations enable us to

find all the coefficients aoi ., ¡n, i2 + ... + i„ ^ v, the next Cv+n_2n_1 equations

enable us to find all the coefficients axi ., i2 + ... + i„ :g v — 1, provided

ao¡2...¡„ have been found, and so on. We shall find all the coefficients afi in,

¡! + ...+ i„iv, successively. However, these coefficients are uniquely deter-

mined by (3). By the way, we see that for any values bii-ln, ix+...+ in^ v, there

is at least one polynomial PA[z) of degree v such that P/p;,...^) = fe¡,...¡„- From

the theory of linear equations this implies that the determinant (2.4) corresponding

to the points (2) is different from zero. Therefore, there is exactly one polynomial

Pv(z) of degree v, which satisfies (3).

One may easily check that the determinant A of equations (4') has the form

A =<5-(i,i-Cio)Cv+"-2"+'

x [(Ci2-Cio)(Ci2-Cii)]Cv+"-3-"-Kiv-Cio)-(Civ-Civ-1)]c'-1"'-1,

where <5 depends only on the points of (¡¿v) for k = 2,..., v. After elementary trans-

formations we obtain from (5)

a = 5 nWw'*"-1'"-'.
where s °

K(C(iv,)=    n       (Ciy-Cu).
oí¡<ysv-s

Since the systems [{k\ k = 1,2, ...,n, play an equivalent role in (4'), we have

(6) |a|= n nivM^f-*-1"-1'
k=l    s=0
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By this formula we have A # 0, whence we may obtain another proof of Lemma 1.

Now we shall find an explicit formula for the coefficients a, . , . For this pur-

pose let Dk be a domain in the zfc-plane with a smooth boundary Ck oriented

positively with respect to Dk. Suppose that the points (1) lie in Dk, k = 1,2, ...,n,

respectively. Then by the residue theorem

PACi,...,CMi-dC„

*o\| -J
ci   c„  n (£* ~~ £*o) ••• (C* — Ckik)

(7) *=i
= V 1 f I      T-T     (Cfc~^o)---(Cfc~Ctifc-l)

~ U+.X* "'","  Wj "'J M (C*-Cw)...<C*-&J
Ci     c„

• dil...dÇ„ = ahh_ln.

On the other hand, the first integral in (7), also by the residue theorem, is equal to

v      y y"  _PACijitdjit ■■•■>Çnjn)_

P ^*j'k ~ £*o) —luid ••■(£*./* ~~ C«J
whence

(8) *■-* = ,|»-,?o ~-bjl^-

n(^jk_ ^o)---iuk) • • • (Cfcjfc - Cwk)
t = 0

where |0k) means that the factor i£kJk — ÇWk) is omitted.

Lemma 2. 7/ the function fiz) is holomorphic in the closure of D = Dlx

... xDn and if

is a sequence of different points ofDk,k = 1,2, ...,n, respectively, then the series

(9) / ~ £ I       afl..,„ Ô (** - CM) ... (z* - U-i)
/ = 0   !!+... + !„ = ! *=1

ivbere

nm „ Iff     fiii,...,QdCi-dCn

{ } JCl i, n(c»-£*o)...(c*-u)
k=l

converges to fiz) at any point i£u¡, Ç2h, ...,£„,„), li,l2,...,l„ = 0,1,2,....

Indeed, the integral on the right hand side of (10) is by the residue theorem

equal to the expression on the right hand side of (8), in which b¡ ¡ has been

replaced by /(ÇMl,...,£„;„)• This implies that the polynomial

v n

Pv(z)=I        I      ahmin ]\ (z»-C*o) •••(**-Cm*-i).
1 = 0   f i+...+/„«l k = l

being a partial sum of the series (9), takes the value /(Çu ,..,£„(„) at the point

(Cu,..•.»£»!„), provided v ^ /x + ... + /„. Thus Lemma 2 is true.
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Remark. Let us observe that the series (9) diffères from the multiple New-

ton's series

(ID S     a(l..,„ Y\(zk-Ck0)...(zk-t:kik-i)
¡,,¡2...  ¡„=0 *=1

only by a special method of summation. The series (11) is, of course, also con-

vergent to/at the points (Çxh, ...,£,»„), lx, ...,/„ = 0,1,2,....

4. Unisolvent sets. We shall say that the set £ c C" is unisolvent of order v if

there is at least one unisolvent system p(v) c: £, i.e., a system such that V(p(v)) # 0.

If £ contains unisolvent systems p(v) of any order v = 0,1,..., we say that £ is

unisolvent. It is easily shown that a set £ unisolvent of order v is also unisolvent

of order fe, fc = 0,1,..., v — 1. To see this it is enough to consider the generalized

Laplace's development of V(ply)). In the case of one complex variable the deter-

minant F(p(v)) given by (2.4) is simply a determinant of Vandermonde of order v

and therefore any system of v# = v + 1 different points of C1 is unisolvent with

respect to polynomials in one variable of degree v. In the case of C1 the homo-

geneous polynomials Qv(z) of degree v has the form 2v(z) = az\, a = const. Here

the problem of unisolvency is trivial.

In the space C", n ^ 2, the unisolvent systems are not so simply characterized.

There are systems p(v) = {Pi,...,pvJ and <j(v) = {qx,...,qVo} of different points

e C" such that F(p(v)) = 0 and W(g(v)) = 0, respectively.

It follows from Lemma 1, §3, that if £ is a set of (v + 1)" points

(1) Pi1...iH-(Ciil,-,í»iB),       0¿ix,i2,...,in^v,

where C*0>C¡ti,—>C*v are different, then the system of points (1) which satisfies

ix + ... + i„ ̂  v is unisolvent. In fact, there are at least [(v + 1) !]" different

unisolvent systems of order v in the set £.

Corollary l.IfE contains the Cartesian product of the sequences

Cm».Cm—.       fc=l,2,...,n;      (Cm* Cy   fort+f),

then E is unisolvent with respect to polynomials of n complex variables.

We shall now find the absolute value of the determinant (2.4) which corresponds

to the system p(v) of points (1). We denote this determinant by

(2) v(aXil,...,^in),   i, + ...+uv).

Let PA[z) he a polynomial of degree v such that

(3) PÁPií...¡n) = b¡i„.¡n,       i1 + ... + U»<

the fe;,...,,, being arbitrary fixed complex numbers. The determinant of the linear

equations (3) with unknowns at..., is equal to (2). The polynomial Py(z) may be

written in the form
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P,iz)=   I   I I akl...knz2 kl--zkr\   kl
kt=0     v*2+... + fc..Sv-*t /  Zl

v

=      ¿*    Pv-ti (z2> ••) zn)zl   >
k¡ =0

where Pv_ki(z2,...,z„) is a polynomial of degree v — fct of the n — 1 variables

z2, ...,z„. To begin with, let us assume that do = 0. Then the equations (3) may

be written in the form

Bv(C2i2» •••>£».-„) = b0i2...i„ ,       i2 + ■■■ + L é v

(3')
v-l

ill   2*   Pv-*-l(C2i2) •••>Cm„)4li = — Pv(Í2¡2> ■••'í«¡n) + b¡¡2 ... ¡B,
k = 0

i2 + ... + Í„á V- Í,        1 = 1,2, ...,V

whence the following recurrential formula follows for

Vip")   = VF((Cll„ ...,CJ. <"l + •-.. + in = V)

(4) viiCUi,... ,C,„), t, + ... + in s v) = viiC2h ,...,£„,„), i2 + ... + iH = v)

x Fi««.«.;«......:*.), ''i + - + «„av-oc^-^-cfr"-1-'

... £lvcn-,,„-, .

Since the determinant K(p(v)) does not depend on unitary transformation of C

onto itself, it follows that if Ç10 ̂  0 tnen

K(P(V))   =   K(ffai,.-.U),      Í2+- + Í.I»)

X     Wtut + i - Cio,      C2i2.---,Cni„),   ¡1 + ••• + K á V- 1)

(5) x Kn-Cio)c*—'-'(Ciî-do)^"-3-'

... (Civ-Ciof"-1"-1.

Since |K(p(v0| is symmetric with respect to Ck\ fc =0,1,2,..., v, we obtain from (5)

(6)   \vncUi,...,ui ¡i +... + in<v)\ =| n n [^(civ))]c'+'-2-21,
fc=l    5 = 0

where

K5(Civ))=       n    (C«-to,    5=0,i,...,v-i.
0i,<jSï-s

By the way, we have proved that the absolute value of the determinant of the

equations (3) is equal to the absolute value of the determinant of the equations

(3.4').
Let Q(z) = Q(zl,...,z„) he a homogeneous polynomial of degree v. Then the

function
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P(z2,z3,...,z„) =(z?)v-ô(l,^,...,h\   z?= const *0
\   zi       zi/

is an ordinary polynomial in n — 1 variables of degree v.

Corollary 2. A set E a C", which is a Cartesian product of a point z\ ^ 0

and of systems C[v) = {zk0,zkí,...,zkv}, k = 2.n, of different points of the zk-

plane, is unisolvent of order v with respect to homogeneous polynomials.

5. Extremal points. Let £ be a bounded closed set in C". Let b(z) he a real

function defined and bounded on E. Given an arbitrary system p(v) = {px, ...,pv,}

c £ of points

Pi = (zn> •■•) zni) >    * = 1>2,..., v# ,       v# = Cv+Bn

we define F(p(v),fe) by

(1) K(p(v),fe) = F(p(v))expi- v I fe(p,)l,      v = 0,1,2,...,

where V(p(v)) is given by (2.4). Let {av} be a sequence of real numbers such that

(2) av>l,   v=0,l,...,       and   lim (av) 1/v= 1.
v-*oo

For any v = 0,1,... there is a system

(3) y(v) = Mv>, yï\...,y<?)

of points of £ such that

(4) \V(y^,b)\>a;1\V(p^,b)\, v = l,2,...,

p(v) being an arbitrary system of v„. points of £.

The system (3) will be called the vth extremal system of £ with respect to fe(z),

{av} and K(p(v)). The points of system (3) will be called the extremal points of

order v.

If fe(z) is lower semicontinuous then V(p(y), fe) is upper semicontinuous with

respect to p(v). Therefore, in that case there is a system

(3') qiv) = {qï\ q(2\-,q^}

of points £ such that

(4') \V(qM,b)\  =    max |K(p(v,,fe)|. v = 0,1,2,....

The points (3') will be called ordinary extremal points of £ with respect to fe(z)

(and V(pMJ). In the case that £ c C1 and fe(z) = 0 the extremal points were

introduced by Fekete [5]. In the case that £ c: C and fe(z) is bounded, extremal

points were introduced by Leja [11] and investigated later by him and his stu-

dents in connection with the Dirichlet boundary value problem and conformai

mapping of simple and multiconnected domains on some canonical domains

(for bibliography see [14]).
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Using the same procedure, one may introduce extremal points of £ connected

with homogeneous polynomials. If fe(z) is lower semicontinuous, there exists a

system

(5) nw = {tf>, n</>,...,n</0>}, v0 = Cv+n.x^u

of points of £ such that

(6) \W(hM,b)\ =  max  \W(p^,b)\,     p<*> - {pt.p„},

where
'c£

v0 -i

!T(p(v),fe) = W(p^) exp    - v I fe(p,)   ,
¡ = i        J

v = 0,1,2,...

In the case of n = 2 the extremal points (5) have been introduced by Leja [9]

(fe(z) = 0) and applied by him to the investigation of domains of uniform con-

vergency of the series of homogeneous polynomials of two complex variables

(see [9; 12]). Exploitation of the points (4) (fe = 0) to the same purpose in the

case of C", n ^ 3, has been done in [19].

Let us define vv(E,b) and wv(E,b) by

(7) vv(E,b) = [\V(qw,b)\T'"c^"'—, v = 1,2,...,

(8) wv(£,fe) = [|iy(nw,fe)|]1/vC"+"-'•"-' ,   v = 1,2,....

One can prove that the numbers t;v(£,0) and wv(£,0) are invariant with respect

to the unitary transformations of C" onto itself.

It is known [9; 10; 11; 14] that the sequence {vv(E,b)}, £ <r C1, and the se-

quence {wv(£, fe)}, £ cz C2, are both convergent. Convergence of {wv(£, fe)} for

£ c C1 is trivial. The limit t>(£,0) = lim vv(E,0) is called the transfinite diameter

of £ (= logarithmic capacity of £). The limit w(£,0) = lim wv(£,0), £ c C2,

is a triangular transfinite diameter of £ [9; 12]. The question (formulated by

Leja [16] in a slightly different form) as to whether the sequences (7) or (8) for

£ czC", n ^ 2, are convergent or not remains still unsolved (except for £ = Ex

x£2 x ... x£„). ^

Remark on Silov's boundary. Let S(£) denote Silov's boundary of £ with

respect to polynomials and let £* denote the topological sum of all ordinary

extremal points of £ with respect to fe(z) = 0. The extremal points of qM are

not unique in general. Therefore, £* may a priori depend on which extremal

points of order v we choose for v = 1,2,.... There is, of course, at least one E*

such that Ë* c S(£). But, as we shall see from Lemma 1, §6, any polynomial

takes its maximum on £*. Therefore, we always have S(£) cz £*. We know [18]

that in the case of C1 the set £* is unique and therefore Ë* = S(£). The author

can prove that E* is unique also if £ cz C, n = 2, is circular. However, we do not

know what is the answer in the general case.
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6. The extremal function 0(z, £, b). Let £ be a bounded closed unisolvent

set in C. Given an arbitrary real function b(z) defined and bounded on £ and an

arbitrary unisolvent system

PW = {Pi.Pv.}, v = 1,2,....v, = Cv+n>n,

of points of £, the functions

(1) ¥'\z,pw,b) = L(i)(z,p<vV6(">,       i = 1,2, ..., v,,

where LU)iz,pw) denote the polynomials (2.6), are polynomials of degree v such

that

— A   -,viw
*•(2) W'iPjtP™, b) = V*'",      i,j = 1,2,...,y

For any v= 1,2,... we define extremal functions 0*°(z,E,b), i = 1,2,3,4, cor-

responding to £ and b, by the formulas

(3) <b?Xz,E,b) =    max |0(i>(z,y(v),b)|,

(4) 0<v2)(z,£,b) =   Z |<D(iWv),b)|,
¡=o

(5) 0<3>(z,£,b) =     inf   {max|d.W(z,pW,b)|},
p(v)    £-£■ (l)

(6) <P<4)(z,E,b) =     inf    lV'>(z,p(v),b)|,

where y(v) = {yiv), ...,7(v^} denotes extremal system (5.3).

Theorem 1.    The sequences {\<S>^\z,E,b)]íh}, i = 1,2,3,4, are convergent at

any point zeC to the same limit 0(z,£,b),

<D(z,£,b) =   lim [0<i)(z,E,b)]1/v, zeC ,   i = 1,2,3,4,
v-*co

(the limit <b(z,E,b) being finite or not).

Proof. 1° First of all we shall prove that the sequence {(0(i))1/v} has a limit

(finite or not) at any point zeC. Due to (2.6) and (5.1) we have

0(i)(z v(v) b)  = K,(z'y(,''b) ; = l 2     v
*  vz»7   >°) V(y{v\b) '       ,-i'z--'v*'

where V¡(z,y(v\b) is a determinant (5.1) corresponding to {yy0, ypt—tft-it z>

yj^!.yjv) }. Therefore, in virtue of (5.4)

(7) |<D(i)(z,yw,b)|<avexp[vb(z)],       zeE,     i = 1,2,..., v

Let z be an arbitrary fixed point of C, let v be an arbitrary fixed positive in-

teger and let p be an arbitrary integer greater or equal to v. There exist two
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uniquely determined integers k and r such that p = kv + r and 0 ^ r < v. By

the interpolation formula (2.8) and due to inequality (7) we have

| [O (i)(z,yw,fe)]*| f£ a\ Í   exp [kvb(yf )] | L<j)(z,/">) |, i = 1,2.v,.
j = i

Let fe0 =   inf zeE b(z). Then

exp [/ovfefjj)] = exp [(/i- r)fe(y,)] jg exp^iife^) - rfe0].

Therefore,

|cD(i>(z,y(v),fe)|* g aîexp[-rfe0]   Z |ïV.«|^ ^aïexp[-rfe0]0.<1,(z,£,fc).
j'=i

whence

[(í>í.1)(z)£,fe)),/v]vt/" ^ (av)1/v[«# e-"0]1"!*«^,^*)]1",     « = 1,2,....

Since v/c//i-» 1 and (u* exp( - r feo))1'" -> 1, as u -> co, we have

(8) [<D(v1)(z,E,fe)]1/v ^ (a,)1" lim inf [O^z^fe)]1'",     v = 1,2,....
fl-*ao

whence due to (5.2)

lim sup [<5(v1)(z,£,fe)]1/v ̂ lim inf L<D¡,1)(Z>E>&)]1/",     z e C".

Therefore, the sequence {(0^1))1/v} has the limit <î>(z) = í>(z,£,fe) (finite or not).

2° To prove that the sequences {[<I>(i)(z,£,fe)]1/v}, i = 2,3,4, are convergent to

<I>(z) it is sufficient to show that

(9) ^^aM^âotM^è^f^^^^fa2^,     v = l,2.

By the interpolation formula (2.8) and due to (7) we have

(10) |o(Wv)>&)| = «vI|oaWv),fc)|' zeC">    I-1A....V,.
j = i

p(v) being an arbitrary unisolvent system in £ of order v. Thus d^1' :£ av<D,v4).

The inequality í>£4) ̂ <D*2) follows directly from (4) and (6). Further, it follows

from (10) that

I |<Dw(z,vw,fe)| Í v2 av      inf {max |«>0)(z,p(v), fe) |},
i=l /»><=£    if)

whence <S>[2) ^ v^aví>i3). Finally, the inequality <¡>[3) ^ O*1* follows directly from

(3) and (5). The proof is completed.

Lemma 1. If Pv(z) denotes an arbitrary polynomial of degree v such that

(11) |Pv(z)|^Meï6(:), ze£,   M = const,

then

(12) |Pv(z)|^M<Dv(z,E,fe), zeC".
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Proof.   By the interpolation formula (2.8) and due to (11) we have
0<v),

|[Pv(z)]"| ^ M" I \<t>w(z,y(»v>,b)\ = M"cl>¿v2),       p = 1,2,... .
¡=i

Therefore, |Pv(z)| g M[<b(2J(z,E,b)]1/>', p = 1,2,..., whence (12) follows.

Let D(E) denote the unbounded component of CE. We know [10; 7] that

if £ c C1 is of positive logarithmic capacity and b(z) = 0, then <I>(z,£,0) =

exp Giz,E), where G(z,E) is a Green's function of D(E) with pole at oo. There-

fore, (12) is a generalization of the Bernstein-Walsh inequality [27, p. 77].

Theorem 2. Let Av(E,b) denote the family of all polynomials of degree

v such that |Pv(z)| ^ Mv exp[vb(z)], zeE, Mv = const, (Mv)1/v-> 1. Then

(13) 0(z,£,b)=  lim { sup (|Pv(z)|),/v},   zeC\
v-*ao     PveAv

Proof.   By Lemma 1 we have

|Pv(z)|^Mv<Dv(z,£,b),     zeC,   v = 1,2, ....

On the other hand, by (7) the polynomials av-1 Mví>(i)(z,y(v),b), i = 1,2,..., v#,

belong to Av(E,b), v = 1,2.Therefore (13) is true.

Remark. Let

Pv(Z)
Rv(z,E,b)  =     sup

M„
1,2.

Then /?„+v(z) = Rß(z)Rv(z), p,v = 1,2,..., whence it follows that there exists the

limit R(z) = lim v^œ [Rv(z,£,b)],/V, zeC".

7.   Some fundamental properties of <5(z,£,b). Let b0 = inf zeEb(z) and B0

= supze£b(z) Then

(1) eb° ̂ eSDfz.E.O) = <D(z,E,b) = eBoO(z,E,0), z e C".

Indeed,  since  |<5(i)(z,y(v),b)| ̂  |L(i)(z,y(v))|ev6°,  i = 1,2, ...,v„ then <^l\z,E,b)

= ^[3\z,E,0)evbo, whence í>(z,£,b) ^ <E>(z,£,0)el">. On the other hand,

s;:1l(,w))*i. ^c",

therefore, ^''(z.E.O) ^ 1/v,,, whence

(2) O(z,£,0)^ 1, zeC".

Thus we proved the first two inequalities in (1).

Since for any unisolvent system p(v) cz E vie have

|0(i)(z,pw,b)| < exp(vB0) |L(i)(z,p(v>) |,

then 0<4)(z,£,b) ^ exp(vB0) <D<4)(z,£,0), whence the last inequality of (1) follows.

The complement CE of £ in the space C" consists of at most a countable num-
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ber of disjoint domains CE — {£>„} + Dx, where Dx = D(E) is unbounded. By

the maximum modulus principle for holomorphic functions the ordinary extre-

mal points of £ with respect to fe(z) = 0 lie on the boundary of Dx. Therefore

the extremal systems of £ and A = UDV with respect to b(z) = 0 are the same. Thus,

(3) 0>(z,£,0) = <D(z,A,0),       zeC".

As a simple consequence of (6.7), (2) and (3) we obtain

(4) <D(z,£,0) = l       forzeA.

The following three properties follow directly from the definition (6.6) of 0(v4)

and from Theorem 1, §6:

(5) 0(z,£,fe1) = ecO(z,£,fe),       zeC",       bx(z) = b(z) + c,       c = const;

(6) <D(z,£,b) = 0(z,£,b),

zeC", if F <= £ is a unisolvent closed subset of £; and

(7) <t>(z,E,bx)^Q>(z,E,b2),

z e C", if bx(z) ̂  fe2(z) for z e £.

Now we shall prove a less obvious property of O, namely,

(8) lî *(z.£.*i) = ®Xz,E>b),     ze C,     fe(z) = ~[bx(z) + ... + fes(z)].
¡ = i s

We shall prove (8) for s = 2. If s > 2, the proof is quite analogous.  Let fe(z)

= [bx(z) + fe2(z)]/2 and let yM) = {y(v'°, ...,y^},  i = 1,2, be the vth extremal

system of £ with respect to b¡(z), i = 1,2, respectively. Let

y(2v)={y(2v))V(2v))       >y«v,<}

be the (2v)th extremal system of £ with respect to fe(z). Given z0 e C, there

are integers ix and i2 such that

I^W'^M = WKz^EA),     k = 1,2.

Due to the interpolation formula (2.8) and by (6.7) we have

|a>»'W-",'>i)<i><''W'»i2)|

Therefore,

QÏXzo&bJQÏXzoAbJ Í a2 <P22) (z0,£,fe) ,       v = 1,2,

whence (10) follows.

Due to (6.8) and Theorem 1, §6, we have

(9) [<S^\z,E,b)Yh Û <b(z,E,b), zeC,     y = 1,2,....
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Thus <D is an upper bound of continuous functions (Í>(J))1/V, v = 1,2.There-

fore, <S>(z,E,b) is lower semicontinuous in C. Function (1/v) log | O(0 (z, y(v), b) \,

i = 1,2, ...,v^, is plurisubharmonic in C, so the function (1/v) log d>(^ (z, £, b)

= max¡ (1/v) log |<tw(z,y(v), b)| is also plurisubharmonic in C. Since <b(z,E,b)

is an upper limit of plurisubharmonic functions [O^z.E, b)]1/v, the function

(10) logO*(z,£,b) = lim sup log 0(z',£,b),       z,z'eC,
z'-tz

is also plurisubharmonic in any domain D <= C in which í> iz,E,b) is bounded.

Corollary 1. 7/ £ is a Silov boundary (with respect to polynomials) of a

bounded domain D, then log $*(z,£, b) is plurisubharmonic in D.

Let 5PÍE) denote a set of the points z0 e C" such that for any polynomial P(z)

we have
|P(z0)| =   max |P(z)|.

zeE

We claim that

(11) ^(£) = {z|<D(z,£,0) = l}.

At first we shall prove that if z0 e ^(£), then <l>(z0, £, 0) = 1. If this was not

true then by (2) we would have O(z0, £, 0) > 1. Therefore, there would exist

integers v and i0, 1 S i0 = v*, such that | L(io)(z0, y(v)) | > 1. But L(io)(z,y(v)) is a

polynomial of degree v and | Éia\z, y(v)) | ^ 1 for z e £, whence by the definition

of £?iE) we would have | L('o)(z0, y(v)) | ^ 1. We have obtained a contradiction.

Thus <D(zo,E,0) = 1. On the other hand, if O (z0,£,0) = 1 and P(z) is an arbitrary

polynomial of degree v, then due to (6.12) we have

|P(z0)| g (max |P(z)|)(Dv(z0,£,0) = max |P(z)|.
z e E :eE

Therefore, if O(z0, £, 0) = 1 then z0 e SPÍE). The proof is completed.

8. The function $(z,£,0) for £ = Ex x E2 x ... x £„. The following lemma

has been proved in [15].

Lemma 1. // £ is a compact plane set of positive logarithmic capacity,

then there exist points xve£, v = 0,1,..., such that x^Xjfor i =£ j and

(1) K(z)|   =   |cov(xv)|, ze£,     v = l,2,...,

where

(2) cov(z) = (z-x0)(z-Xi)...(z-xv_i),        v = l,2.

Moreover, the sequence {(|ojv(z)/cov(xv)|)1/v} converges uniformly to O(z,£,0)

on any closed subset of CE.

Now we shall prove

Lemma 2. Let E = Ei x ... x EH, where Ek is a compact set of positive

logarithmic capacity in the complex zk-plane. If Pviz) — Pv(zi» •■■■>zn) IS a poly-

nomial of degree v such that
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(3) |Pv(z)|   £   M   for   zeE,

then

(4) |Pv(z)|   ^   Mmax{<S>\zuEx,0),...,Q>Xzn,En,0)},       zeC".

Proof. Let

xk0>  Xkx, ...,  Xkv,...

denote the sequence of points of Ek whose existence is assured by Lemma 1. Let

<»kÁzk) = (Zk-xko)...(zk-xkv_x),       v = l,2,...,       fc = l,2,...,n.

Then
©t»(zjt)

£1, zkeEk,     v = l,2,
cokv(xkv)

and the sequence {(\(okv(zk)/cokv(xkv)\)llv} converges uniformly to <&(zk,Ek,Q)

on any closed subset of CEk. By Newton's interpolation formula we have

(6) P?(z)= I     »lll2„.tn%(4     (cok0(zk) =dfl),
i, + ...+i„¿llv k=l

where

(7) _ if    fPftCi.-.üdCi-dC
«¡,...¡„   (2jt0.j -^

I  Ct>k/fc+l(Cfc)
fc=l

Cx,...,Cn being smooth suitably oriented curves, which contain in their interiors

EX,E2,...,E„, respectively. Since Ek may be approximated from the outside by

regular sets (for which the function i> is continuous) and the function <b(zk,Ek,0)

is continuous with respect to the sets, it is sufficient to prove our lemma only for

regular sets. Assuming Ek to be regular and e to be an arbitrary positive number,

let R > 1 be so near to 1 that R — e < 1 and

|Pv(z)|<(l + e)M   for   z e C = Cx x C2 x ... x C„,

where

Ck = {zk\<S>(zk,Ek,0) = R},       k = l,2,...,n.

For these Ck we have by (3) and (7)

h,..,„| 5= (1 + ¿fNFMJXl   min \<okik(lk)\,
1 k=l   ÇksCfc

Mx being a constant which depends only on C. Therefore,

|PC(z)|g(l + £rM"M1     i       nj-^|nmaX   °^^
ii + ... + i„S«v   k = l'œkik\xkik)'k = l  ÇxeCk        ct,W(llL.W

It follows from (5) and (6.12) that \(úkik(zk) ¡ <okik(xkik)\ ̂ í>ifc(zt,£k,0), zk being

arbitrary. By Lemma 1 there is an Z0 > 0 such that

\(Ou(Zk)/o}u(Xki)\ £(R- £)' for zkeCk,     k = 1,2...,n, / S 'o-
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On the other hand, since Ckr\Ek = 0 and Ck is bounded, there is a constant

ö < 1 such that

\(okiizk)lcokiixkl)\^ôiR-E)',      zk eCk,      k = 1,2..., n, I = 1,2, ...,/0.

Therefore,

|P*(z)| Ú (1 + e^M'Af, max {«F^E^O)} x I        —-*

whence

|J*(z)|g(l +£)"M"M1¿-"C'-+-"(R-£)"''V  max  {<D"\zk,Ek,0)},       zeC .

After taking the pth root of both sides of this inequality and letting p go to oo,

we shall find

iPvOOl = ,-jr^M max  {<Dv(zt,£„0)}, zeC".
(H — b) likin

Since e > 0 may be arbitrarily small and R may be arbitrarily close to 1, we con-

clude that inequality (4) holds.

Theorem 1.   If E = £t x ... x £„ then

(8) 3>(z,£,0) =   max   {(p(zt,E„0)},       zeC.
ISkSn

Proof.   If Pvizk) is a polynomial in zk of degree v, then it is a polynomial of

the same degree in z = (zt, ...,z„), whence by (6.12)

\Pvizk)\ g (max |Pv(zt)|)4>v(z,£,0), z6C.
ZE   E

Therefore due to Theorem 2, §6,

(9) ®izk,Ek,0) = $(z,E,0), fc = 1,2,..., n .

On the other hand, by Lemma 2 and in virtue of Theorem 2, §6, we have

(10) $(z,£,0)^  max   {<bizk,Ek,0)}, zeC".
1 £kin

Now (8) follows immediately from (9) and (10).

Corollary 1. 1/ d(£J > 0, fc = 1,2, ...,n, then log O*(z,E,0), where £ = £j

x ... x £„, is plurisubharmonic in C.

Corollary 2. // Ek,  k = 1,2,...,n, is regular and E = El x ... x E„,  then

<5(z,£,0) is continuous in C.

Remark. It follows from (8) that if Eko for some 1 ^ fc0 g n is not regular,

then í>(z,£,0), £ = El x ... x £„, is discontinuous at some points outside of

£, e.g., if í>(zi,£i,0) is not continuous at a point z°eEu then the function

O(z,£,0) is discontinuous at any point iz°,z2,...,z„), where (z2,...,z„) ^£2 x

... x £„.

9. The function 3>(z,£,0) for circular sets. The set £ c C is called circular

if along with the point z° = (z°, ...,z°)eE all the points of the circle
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(1) z = ei9z0 = (ei<'z?,...,ewzB0), 0 = 6 = 2n,

belong to £.

The set £ c C is called a Reinhardt circular set if along with the point z°

= (z?,..., z°) e £ also the set

{z||zj = |z°|,       fe-1,2.n}

belongs to E.

Let £ be a bounded closed subset of C, unisolvent with respect to homogeneous

polynomials. The function biz) being defined and lower semicontinuous on £,

let

(2) h" = W\...,hy}, v0 = Cv+B_i>n_i

be the vth extremal system of £ defined by (5.5) and (5.6). If p(v) = {Pi,...,p„0}

is an arbitrary unisolvent system of points of £, then the functions

(3) 4>(i\z,p^,b) = T(i)(z,p(vV6(P,\       i = L2,.... v0,

T(,)(z,p,v)) denoting the polynomial (2.12), are homogeneous polynomials of degree

v. Define the extremal functions \j/[l)íz,E,b), i = 1,2,3,4, corresponding to £ and b

by the formulas

(4) W\z*E,b) = max |^(i)(z,n(v),b)|,        zeC,
(0

vo

(5) ^2)(z,£,b) =  I |«A(i)(z,b(v),b)|, zeC ,
i = l

(6) <A(v3)(z,£,b) =    inf    (max \^'\z,pM,b)\),   zeC",
p^CZEl    (I) J

(7) WXz,E,b) = inf    ( Z|^(i)(z,pw,b)|],      zeC".

By reasoning quite analogous to the reasoning of §6 we may prove (see also [19])

Theorem 1.   ,4! any point zeC the sequences {(^(z.E.b)1'11}, i = 1,2,3,4,

are convergent to the same limit i¡/iz,E,b),

(8) iA(z,£,b) =   lim (iA(i)(z,£,b))1/v,        zeC,   i = 1,2,3,4.
V-.QO

Lemma 1 of §6 now takes the form of

Lemma  1.   //   ßv(z)   denotes   an  arbitrary homogeneous polynomial of

degree v such that

\Qviz)\ <; M exp [v biz)], zeE,     M = const,
then

\QJiz)\ = Myiz,E,b),        zeC.

One obtains easily also the following properties of \¡i.

Io Function \¡iíz,E,b) is given by

i¡/iz,E,b) = lim { sup |Öv(z)P/v}, zeC,
v-*oo     QveAv
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where Av = .4V(£, fe) denotes the family of all homogeneous polynomials Qv(z) of

degree v such that | gv(z) | ^ exp [vfe(z)] for z e £.

2o \¡i(z,E,b) is an absolutely homogeneous function of order 1, i.e., \¡/(Xz,E,b)

= \X\ \¡/(z, E, fe) for zeC" and for any complex X.

3° There exists a positive number m which depends only on £ and fe such that

iKz,E,b) = m(\zx\ + ... + \zn\), zeC".

4° If \l/(z,E,b) is bounded on the unit sphere {z| ||z|| g 1} and {¡/*(z,E,b)

= lim supz,_2 \]/(z',E,b), then log \j/*(z,E,b) is plurisubharmonic in C.

5° If Ek, k = 1,2, ...,n, is a bounded closed set of positive logarithmic capacity,

z° ji 0 is a fixed point of the (zt)-plane and £ = {z°} X £2 x ... x £„, then there

is a number M > 0 such that

.Kz.E.b^Mih |+ ...-f-|zB|), zeC".

Given an arbitrary compact set £ c C, let H(z) = H(z,E) be defined by

(9) i/(z) = lim ísup(|aííi...íl„z'í'...zí? |)1/v}, zeC",
V"*CO

where sup is taken over all the monomials at¡l...^zÇ'... z£" of degree v = ut + ...

+ /¡„ such that

(10) |aMl...Äir?'...zf|^l   for   ze£.

Theorem 2.   If E c C is a compact Reinhardt circular set, then

(11) O(z,£,0)=max(l,«Kz,£,0)) = max(l,//(z)), zeC".

Proof. Let

Pv(z) =1 S      aPi...PnzV...z^)

be a polynomial of degree v such that

|Pv(z)|^l       forze£.

Then by the Cauchy inequalities we have (due to the definition of a Reinhardt

circular set)

I«,, .•*.*/"-z5"| = 1       for   ze£.

Therefore, for the points z such that H(z) ^ 1 we have

|Pv(z)| £   Z CB+t.lit/7,(z)   £  (v + n)"  I Hk(z) = (v + n)"^^-1- .
t=o * = o «(z)-l

Of course, we have also
rj/iv+l/ \ _ ,

|P?(z)| ^ («v + ")"    ff(z)_i      -       " - U..- -   #(z) * 1»

whence

H(z) > 1,

ff(z)<l.
m«      i«/^   ,•     T. v.Äjn,+ 1(z)-ll1"'       í H\z),     if
(12)      [Pv(z)lg   hm[(pv + nr    fl(^ 1    j       =  (      ^       .f

Thus, due to Theorem 2, §6, we have
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<5(z,£,0) ¿ max(l, Hiz)), zeC.

On the other hand, it follows from Theorem 2, §6, from 1° of this section and

from the definition of H(z) that

(13) Hiz)   =   «A(z,£,0)   =   <S(z,£,0), zeC.

Now (11) follows directly from (12) and (13).

Theorem 3. If E a C is a compact circular set, then

(14) O(z,£,0) = max(l,iKz,£,0)), zeC".

Proof. If

PÁZ)=Í I      a,t.^zV...z?- I[Q¿z)
k = 0 n¡ + ...+/t„=k k = 0

is an arbitrary polynomial of degree v such that

|Pv(z)|^l   for   zeE,

then the function <wv(A) = Yik = oQki^z) — 2^k=oQk(z)Àk is a polynomial in X of

degree v. If i e £, then \a>,(X)\ t¿ 1 for \X\ = 1. Therefore, by the Cauchy inequalities

\Qk(¿)\ = l,       zeE,   fc=0,l,...,v,

whence due to Lemma 1

\Qkiz)\ ̂  i¡/k(z,E,0),     zeC,     fc=0,l,...,v.

Therefore,

By a familiar reasoning this inequality, along with the fact that any homogeneous,

polynomial of degree v is also an ordinary polynomial of degree v, implies (14)

Remark. One may prove [19] that H(z) is an upper envelope of all absolutely

homogenous functions of order 1 which are ^ 1 on £ and which are convex

with respect to ¿;t = log \zk\, fc = 1,2,...,«. Moreover, if £ is a Reinhardt cir-

cular set such that for any z = (zu ...,z„)eE we have z¡ ¥= 0, i = 1,..., n, then

H(z) = H(z,E) is continuous in C.

Examples. 1. If £ = {z | || z || = r}, then H(z) = \¡/(z) = \\z \\/r, <D(z)

= max (1, II zfl/r),     zeC.

2. If E={z\\\\z1/a1 |a + ... + \zn/an\a = r}, then

Hiz) = >Kz) =
1    £,   ,   z, ,"
^E a¡

I/o

zeC".

3.   If £ = {(z,,z2)    |zí|=Íi,   |z2|=f7i)   U    {(zi,z2)||z,| = ç2,|z2| =th)},

0<Çl <£2, 0 < n2 < rji, then there exist constants a, /? and y such that
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!u

ff(»)-ft»)-ma»(gl,ga, l'»l  »'»I    ,     zeC2.
\    <»2        »1 y /

10. Generalization of the Bernstein-Walsh theorems. In this section we

shall always assume that £ is a compact subset of C" such that the function

<D(z) = <D(z,£,0) is continuous in C and CE = Dx.

Given any p > 1 we define Ep and and Cp by

(1) £p = {z|<D(z)<p},    Cp = {z|<D(z) = p}.

Since by assumption i>(z) is continuous, then £p is open and Cp is the boundary

of £p, because <î>(z) being plurisubharmonic in C" cannot attain its maximum

in the interior of a domain without being constant. But O(z) = 3>(z,£,0) > || z \\/r

for sufficiently large r > 0, so <5(z) fa const.

Given the function f(z) defined and bounded on E, denote by R the largest

real number such that there exists a function F(z) holomorphic in ER and equal

to f(z) on E.

We say that the sequence of polynomials {Pv(z)}, where Pv is of degree v,

converges maximally to /(z) on E, if

(2) lim sup (max   |/(z) - Pv(z)|)1/V = ± .
v-*oo z e E ■*»

Theorem 1. // the polynomials Pv(z) of respective degrees v satisfy the

condition

(3) lim sup |/(z) - Pv(z) \l " ^ -, P > 1,     z e £,

and if Rxe(l,R), then the sequence (Pv(z)} is uniformly convergent in ER¡.

Proof. The difference Pv + 1 — Pv is a polynomial of degree v + 1; therefore

by Lemma 1, §6,

(4) |PV+ x(z) - P,(z)| ^ [max |Pï+1(z) - Pv(z)|]4>v+'(z),     zeC".

But

(5) max|Pv + 1(z) - Pv(z)| ^ max |PV + 1 -/| +  max |PV -/|.
zeE :ëE z e E

If £>0 is so small that (Rx/R)(\ + e) < 1, then for sufficiently large JV, we have

max |/-J\|á   (-^-Í) .     v'>^>

and further, by (4) and (5),

|Pv+1-Pv|^2(-t^Vov+1(z),     zeC",   v^N,

whence

|PV+1-PV| ^2RX
(1  +  e)Ri

P
■eCj,,, v^N.

Therefore, the series P0 + Z*°=o(P*+i - ^*) converges uniformly in ERl. Since

P0 + Zl = o(Pk+i — P¡¡) = Pv> the proof is completed.
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For polynomials in one variable Theorem 1 is due to Bernstein and Walsh

(see [27, p. 78]).

Remark. After having Lemma 1, § 6, the proof of Theorem 1 is the same as

the proof of the corresponding theorem for polynomials in one variable. However,

the proof of the lemma differs from the well-known proof of the corresponding

lemma in the theory of one variable, which is based on the maximum principle

for harmonic functions.

Theorem 2. If fiz) is a holomorphic function on E, then there exists a sequence

of polynomials Pv(z) of respective degrees v which converges maximally to f(z).

Proof. 1° Suppose £ is circular. By Theorem 9.3 and due to 2°, §9, ER is

also a circular domain. If the function f(z) is holomorphic in ER, then it may

be developed in a series of homogeneous polynomials

(6) /(z)=Z0v(z),       zeER,
v=0

6v(z) being a homogeneous polynomial of degree v. If i?t e (l,R), then ERi=ERi

+ CRi is a compact subset of ER and the series (6) is uniformly absolutely con-

vergent on £Rl. Therefore, there is a constant M > 0 such that

|Q,(z)|gM,       v = 0,l,..., zeERl.

In virtue of Lemma 1, §9, we have

|ßv(z)| = Mx¡,\z,ERlXT),     zeC,     v =0,1,...,

whence due to the homogeneity of \¡/íz,ERl,0) and \¡/(z,E,0) we have

\Q£z)\ = M -±-Wz,E,0),     zeC.

Let Pv(z)=£UÔ*(z). Then

00 °°      1 M

(7) |/(z)-pv(z)| =| Z Qk(z)\ = M Z -RT=Rv+in   1/RV zeE>
t=v+i k=y+iR\      rq+i(l -1/Ki)

whence due to the arbitrariness of i?! e(l,R), we have

lim sup (max |/-J\|)1/Tg -L
v-»oo z e E -^

and the inequality lim supv^.œ (maxz e E \f— P„|)1/v < l/R is impossible, as follows

immediately from Theorem 1, Q.E.D.

2° Suppose £ is arbitrary. Since by our general assumption the function

O(z) = <P(z,£,0) is continuous and, on the other hand, <S>(z) is an upper bound

of continuous functions <Pv(z) = (max(i) |L(i)(z,y(v))|)1/v, therefore by Dini's

theorem the sequence G>„ converges uniformly to i>(z) on any closed bounded

subset of C.
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Let Rx > 1 and e > 0 be arbitrary real numbers such that Rx + e < R — e.

Since <Dv(z) converges to <¡>(z) uniformly on ER, there exists integer m such that

(8) ®m(z)<Rx + s       for zeCRi

and

(9) <t>m(z)>R-E       for zeCR.

Let

G = {z\ |L(iWm))| < (R - s)m,   i = 1,2,..., m»} , m* = Cm+n>„

Of course,
G = {z|0>m(z)<P-e}.

In virtue of (8) and (9) and since Rx + e < R - e, we have

(10) CRl czG   and   G <= ER.

Let m' denote the smallest integer such that G' defined by

G' = {z\ |L(ik)(z,v(m))| < (R - e)m,     k = 1,2,..., m'}

is identical with G. Without any loss of generality we may assume that ik = k

for k = 1,2, ...,m'. Thus

(11) G = {z||L(i)(z,/m))|<(P-£)m,     ¿ = l,2,...,m'}.

By assumption (by definition of R) the function /(z) is holomorphic in ER. Then

it is holomorphic by (10) in G. In the following we shall write PP(z) instead

of L(0(z,7{m)). By a theorem of A. Weil [25; 26],

f(z)=-L Y r ôh...in(z,Qf(QdÇx...dtn   ^eG

(2myXah<h<...<inèm. J        fl¡[i*<,)-i*»(o] ' *"    '
or ah-t«   *=1

(12)/(z)= I î      Pit...hkl..jdz)lÉh\z)T->l^*)lr*,    "G,
l$ll<...<tnfm' *,.fc„=0

where

a* P r^    -l_f °i»...dz,Of(Qdi;i-dtn
K   } rU~i**f*nV)     t2ni)" )ail..,n[Lu"\oy" + l- [li'-KD]*"-1

and atlmmmln denotes some n-dimensional part of the boundary of G and oti in(z,Q

is the determinant
°ií...in=fet[P¡k¡]k,l = l,2,...».

while P;t, is defined by the relations

L(i)(z) - L(i)(0 = î(z,- QPU ,       i = 1,2,..., m '.
i=i

Thus, P;,(z,Q are polynomials of order m, both in z = (z,,...,z„) and in £ =(£,,...£„).

The polynomial

&,..*.(*) = I        P¡,..,„tl...k(z)[£Íi,,(z)]t,-[L(,")(z)]t"
1 ^t'l ^-" ^'»i ^m'
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is of order m + m(k1 + ... + fc„). For zeE we have |L(,)(z)|  = |L(i)(z,y(m))|^ 1,

/ = 1,2 ...,m%. Therefore, due to (10), (11) and (13), we have

(14) \Qkí...kníz)\ = M/ÍR-sr^-+k»+"\ zeE,

M being a constant which depends only on R1 and/. Let

Bm(v+„)(z) =        Z        6t,...*B(z),       v = l,2,....

By (12) and (14) we have

l/OO - Pm(v+n)(z)! = m      Z       i/(R_e) «<*.+••-*"+»>

^M1/(Ji-£f,'+1,"), ze£,

Mj being a constant. Therefore,

lim sup {max |/-Pffl(v+n) | }1/m(* + "^

The polynomials P„, where P„ = ?„(»+„) for m(v + n) ^ p < m(v + n), v = 1,2,...,

and Pp = 0 for p = 1,2, ...,mn, are of respective degrees // and moreover

lim sup (max |/-Pv|),/vg -L .
v->oo :eE K      fi

The sequence {Pv} depends on e and i?t. Letting now Rt go to J? and e to 0 we

may find by a diagonal process polynomials Pviz) of respective degrees v such that

lim sup(max|/-Pv|)1/v^ ¿-.
v-»oo zeE "

Since by Theorem 1 the inequality lim supv_oo(...)1/v < l/R cannot hold, the

proof of the theorem is completed.

In the case of one variable Theorem 2 is due to Faber, Bernstein, Szegö and

Walsh (for reference see [27]).

Let 7rv(z) denote the Tchebycheff polynomial of degree v of the best approxi-

mation to fiz) on £. An immediate consequence of Theorems 1 and 2 is

Theorem 3. A necessary and sufficient condition that the function fiz) be

holomorphic in £ , p > 1, is that

limsup(max|/(z)-7iv(z)|)1/v^   -.
v-»oo z e E P

For polynomials in one variable this theorem is well known [27]. In the case

that £ is a Cartesian product of linear intervals Ek = {zk\ — 1 £! zk = xk = 1},

fc = 1,2, ...,n, Theorem 3 is due to Sapogov [17].

11. Interpolation at extremal points.

Theorem 1. // the complement of E is connected, O(z) = í>(z, E,0) is conti-

nuous in C" and the function fiz) is holomorphic on E, then the sequence of

interpolating polynomials
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(1) Lv(z,/) = I f(yy->) L(i)(z,)>w),        v = 1,2 ...,
i= i

where y{v) = {y^, ...,yvv)} is the vth extremal system of E with respect to b(z) = 0

converges maximally to f(z).

Proof. By Theorem 10.2 there is a sequence of polynomials Pv(z) of respective

degrees v which converges maximally to /(z), i.e.,

(2) limsup(max|/-Pv|)1/v=-^,
v-»oo :eï K

where R > 1 is the largest number such that f(z) is holomorphic in ER. If

Rx c (l,Pv), there is a const M > 0 such that

(3) \f(z) - Pv(z)|  ^ ^,       v = l,2,...,   ze£.

Since

Lv(z,/) - Pv(z) s I [/(yjv>) - Pv(y\v))l Lw(z,ylv\     v = 1,2,...,
¡ = 1

then by (3) and (6.7)

(4) \Lv(z,f)-Pv(z)\úa-^~- ,       v-1,2,..., ze£.

It follows from (3) and (4) that

\f(z) - Lv(z,f)\   S   ^(l+v*av), v = l,2,...,    zeE,
Ki

whence by (5.2) we have

lim sup (max |/(z) - Lv(z,/)|)1/v^ —.
v->oo -eE *M

Due to the arbitrariness of Rx and because of Theorem 10.1 the last inequality

implies our theorem, Q.E.D.

If £ c C1, Theorem 1 is due to Fekete [5] (see also [27, p. 171]).

Let now E = EX x ... x En, where Ek is regular and has a connected complement.

Let

(5) ojkv(zk) = (zk-xko)...(zk-xk,_x),       v=l,2,...,   fc = l,2,...,n,

where

(6) xk0,xkx, ...,xkv,...,

denotes a sequence of Leja's extremal points of Ek, k = 1,2, ...,n, respectively

(see Lemma 8.1). Suppose/(z) is holomorphic in the Cartesian product ER¡ Rn

of the domains

(7) ERk = {zk\$(zk,Ek,0)<Rk},       Rk>\,   k = l,2,...,n.

Let

(8) Ck = {zk\dKzk,Ek,0) = R^,       where R'ke(\,Rk),   k = \,2,...,n.
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Theorem 2.    The Newton's series off(z)

OO H

(9) f(z)~a0+  Z Z       ait„Jn Y\  cokikizk) ,
1=1     ¡! + ...+!„=/ k=l

converges uniformly on any closed subset of ERi   Rn.

Proof.   Since by (3.10) we have

1    f    f       /(Ci,...,CB)rfCi-^„_^

(2b0"JCi Jc„ nffrwnww*=i       *=i
and Ct n £ = 0, fc = 1,2,...,«, then

N

ih...in\uM I Y\   min    |cot(k(Q|,
'   * = 1   ÇkeCk

ii,i2,..., i„ — 0,1,...,

M depending only on Ct x C2 x ... x C„ and on/. We know (see Lemma 8.1)

that the sequence {i\(okvizk)/(akvixkv)\)1/v} converges uniformly to <b(zk,Ek,0)

on any compact subset of the (zt)-plane. Therefore, given ek > 0 sufficiently

small, there is a constant Mt > 0 such that

K.,n\ Ú M, / IjTJiX - sk)ik\cokik(xkik)\

whence it follows that series (9) is majorized by the series

\oJkikizk)\
(10) Ki + MiZ    z   n1_^^_

1 = 1   ii + ...+in = l k = l \0}kik\Xkik)]Kk— Bk)   k

Let sk = eúR'JRÍ), fc = 2,..., n, then

^k ~ 2et _ B-i — 2et

R'k — sk       RÍ — Ei

There is a constant M2 > 0 such that

<%k(zt)

Then the series

Wo

^ M2iR'k - 2ekr for z, e {z, | O(zt,£„0) = R'k - 3sk}.

i+mim2z  z d^y
1 = 1     ¡! + ...+¡„=I     \   «1      _     El    /

is convergent and it majorizes the series (10) (and therefore the series (9) for z

in the Cartesian product of the sets {zt|$(zt,£t,0) = Rk — 3sk}. Due to the

arbitrariness of ek and of R'k, k = 1, ...,n, this implies that the series (9) is conver-

gent uniformly on any closed subset of £,r„ to some holomorphic function

g(z). But due to Lemma 3.2, we have

9Íxiii, ■■■,xHi^) ""/(Xiijj ••■,xBÍji),       ¿i, i2,..., i„ = 0,1,2,...,

whence giz) = f(z). The proof is completed.
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12. Existence of the limit u(z,£,fe)=limuo (\/X) log <D(z,E,Afe)/4>(z,£,0). Let

£ be a compact set in C" such that 4>(z,£,0) is finite at any point of C". If b(z) is

an arbitrary real function defined and bounded on £ and if A is a real number >0,

then by (7.1)

inf fe(0 = Kè   - log ^~~£- â Bo  = sup fe(0,     z e C.
r*E X <P(Z,£,0) {6£

We shall prove the following inequality

d>(z,£, Xb) ] t,x.   [ <5>(z,E,X'b) ]l/x'
(1)

<D(z

At first let X and X' be rational

E,Xb)V<*     rO(z,£,A'fe)-|^      „«.,,<,  7f=r,

r = P1<L=x.

We have
P_

q

Therefore, by (7.8)

b=^--P-b=A-\p'qP-b + (q'p-p'q)0].
q p  q      q p I     q \

d>p'q(z,E,p-b)Q>q'p-p'',(z,E,0) = <D,p(z,£, ̂ b),
q q

whence we obtain (1) for X = p/q and X' =p'/q'.

To prove (1) for arbitrary X and X' let X, and X'v be rational numbers such that

X'V = X' = X = XV,   X'v -* X' ,   xv^x,

and let b0 = infz £ Eb(z). We have b(z) + fe0 ̂  0. Due to (7.7)

llMv r rhiV PH(,± A _Y» T l/J»

and

I" 3> (z,£,A(fe + fe0)) V'í*<     r d>(z,£,Av(fe + fe0)) I

L        0>(z,£,0)        J     =     [        3>(z,E,0)        J

T 0>(z,E,A'v(fe + fe0)) ]l/A'-       I" Q(z,£,A'(fe + fe0))1M'"l

[        <5(z,E,0) J       =     L        t>(z,Efl) J •

Since Av and X'v are rational, we have by (7.5)

(Xu\ [<S>(z,E,Xb) ]1My /A' k \ [ Q(z,£,A'fe) ] 1M'*
exp (âtN [ ~Wm \   =exp UN [ -WJW \   '

whence the inequality (1) follows in an obvious way.

Theorem 1.   If E c C" is a compact set, and if b(z) is a real function defin-

ed and bounded on £, then there exists a finite limit

/<« /   r- l-,     i-       1   ,     <l>(z,E,Xb)
(2) u(z,£,fe) = hm   -x log ±^

at any point zeC such that <D(z,£,0) is finite. Moreover, the function
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u*(z) = lim sup u(z',E,b)
z'-+z

is plurisubharmonic at any interior point of

Si = {z|(D(z,£,0) = 1}.

Proof. The existence of the limit (2) follows directly from (1). The function

u*(z) is, for ze &x, an upper envelope of plurisubharmonic functions

Tlog <$>*iz,E,Xb) = lim sup Tlog<D(z',E,/lb);

therefore it is plurisubharmonic at any interior point if Su Q.E.D.

If £ is a line segment in C1 and if £ is a Jordan curve in C1, the existence of

the limit (2) for zeE has been proved in [11] and [8], respectively. The method

of proof used by the authors of these papers was based on the generalized ap-

proximation theorem of Weierstrass.

Inoue in [8] and Leja in [13] have proved that if £ is a Jordan curve in C1

and b(z) is continuous, then u(z, E, b) is a solution of the Dirichlet boundary

value problem for the interior of £ with boundary values b(z). The author of this

paper has shown in his thesis [21] that if £ is a boundary of a domain D which

contains the point oo in its interior and if b(z) is real and bounded, then u(z,E, b)

is Perron's generalized solution of the Dirichlet problem for any component

of CE with boundary values b(z).

In the next section we shall establish the relationship of u(z, E, b) to Bremer-

man's [4] solution of the Dirichlet problem for plurisubharmonic functions in C.

13.    The generalized Dirichlet problem for plurisubharmonic functions.   Let  D

be a bounded domain in C" and let F — F (D) denote the Silov boundary of D

with respect to plurisubharmonic functions in D (plurisubharmonic in a neigh-

borhood of D which may depend on the particular functions). The family of

functions plurisubharmonic in a given domain D does not form an algebra.

Therefore, there is a natural question of the existence of the Silov boundary

with respect to such a family. However, it has been shown in [20] that the Silov

boundary exists for separating function families which are closed only with

respect to addition (or multiplication). Therefore, the existence of the Silov

boundary with respect to plurisubharmonic functions is guaranteed.

Let £ be a subset of D such that F c £ and let b(z) be a real bounded function

(continuous or not) defined on £. Denoted by A = A(D, E, b) the family of all

functions U(z) plurisubharmonic in D such that

(1) U(z) = b(z)   for   zeE,

we define the upper envelope F*(z) of functions U by

(2) Viz) =   sup Viz),       V*(z) = lim sup V(z'),       z,z'eD.
UeA «'->î
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The function V*(z) has been introduced and investigated in [4] for the case

that D is a pseudoconvex domain with "smooth" boundary and b(z) is defined

and continuous on £ = F. In § 8 of [4] the connection of V*(z) with the envelope

of holomorphy of Hartogs domains has been considered. We want to add what

follows to these considerations. Let

(3) H = {(z,w)\zeE, |w| á e~b(z)}

and

(4) G = {(z,w)\zeD, \w\<e~F*(z>}.

We shall prove

Lemma 1. If the functions av(z),v = 0,1,2,..., are holomorphic in a neighbor-

hood of D and the series

GO

(5) fiz,w) = Z av(z)wv
v=0

is uniformly convergent^) on H,  then it is  uniformly absolutely  convergent

in any closed subset of the domain G.

Proof.   There is a constant M > 0 such that

\av(z)wv\=M for   (z,w)eH, v = 0,l,...,

i.e.,

|a¥(z)| è Mev6(z)    for   zeE, v = 0,l,....

Since (1/v) log | av(z) | is plurisubharmonic in D, therefore by definition of V*(z)

we have

|«v(z)|'1/V

M
= eViz), zeD, v = l,2,~,...,

whence it follows that the series (5) is uniformly absolutely convergent in any

compact subset of G.

Lemma  2. There exists a sequence {Vk(z)} of plurisubharmonic functions

in D such that

(6) Vk(z)<V(z)   for   zeD, fc = 1,2...,

and

(1) V*(z) = {     sup      Vk(z)}*.
fc = l,2,...

Proof.    Let {zv}  be an arbitrary sequence of points everywhere dense in D.

Denote by zvk the point of D such that

(8) V*iz,k)  =      max        V*(z).
||i-Zv||Sl/*

(3) It is sufficient to assume that ¡av(z)wv[ , v = 1,2,..., are uniformly bounded on H.
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For any point zvt one may find a sequence {zvJk,}J = ij2... of points of D such that

lim zM = zvk   and lim V(zvkl) = V*(zvk).
¡-*0O ¡-»CO

One can easily check that the set D* of all the points zm, v,k,l = 1,2,..., satisfies

the following property

(9) lim sup   V(z') = V*(z), zeD.
z'-*z,z'eD*

Let us arrange the points of D* into a sequence, say {p'v} and take the sequence

{pv} of points

(10) Pu Pu ?2> Pu Pi» PÍ.

By definition of V(z) for any pk there exists a function Vk(z) plurisubharmonic

in D such that

(11) Vk(z) < V(z),   zeD   and    Vk(z) > V(pk) - (1/k),       k = 1,2.

Since any point of D* is repeated infinitely many times in the sequence {pv}, then

(12) Vk(z)<V(z),   zeD   and    V(z) = supVk(z),       zeD*.
k

Therefore, due to (9), the sequence {Vk(z)} has all the required properties.

Lemma 3. Suppose that for the domain D there exists a sequence of domains

of holomorphy {£>„} such that

ö, = ö,+i^Ä       v = l,2,...,

and for any e > 0 there is v0 such that

DvcDe = {z\ min  ||z-Ç| < e}      for v = v0.

Then the function V*(z) is an upper envelope of all the functions (1/k) log | g(z) |,

where k is an integer and g(z) is a function holomorphic in D such that

(1/k) log |g(z)| = b(z),  for   zeE.

Proof. Without any loss of generality we may assume that the functions

Vk(z) defined in the proof of Lemma 2 are plurisubharmonic in Dk, k = 1,2,...,

respectively. It is known [4] that

(13) ^{(z.nOlzeD,,    |w\ < exp [- Vk(z)]} ,       fc-1,2.

is a domain of holomorphy and there exists the function fk(z, w) holomorphic

in Hk such that

(14) fk(z,w) = Z a<k\z)w\        (z,w)eHk,
v = 0
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where the a(k,(z) are holomorphic in Dk and the series is uniformly convergent

in any compact subset of Hk. Moreover,

(15) Vk(z) = { lim sup ilog \aik\z)\ j *        z eDk.
I      v-»oo v I

By the uniform convergency of (14) there is a constant Mk > 0 which does not

depend on v such that

K*)(z)|áMkexp[v(n(z)4-¿)

It follows from (15) that

zeD,       v,fc = 1,2,.

i ... I «TO
sup - log

v     e I AL-ei'**

*
= Vk(z).

Denoting gkAz) = a\*'(z)/ Mk ell¿) we have

(16) -v log \gkv(z)\ g Vk(z),       zeD, fc,v = 1,2,...,

and

(17) jsupjsup ^¡log |fe(z)|)y=F*(z).

To complete the proof it is enough to show that

F*(z)=(sup llog\gkv(z)\
U,v    v

Let A(z) = sup,v(l/v)log|^¥(z)|. By (12) and (16)

(18) A*(z) g V*(z) .

The function -4*(z) is upper semicontinuous. Therefore, given z0eD and £ > 0

there  is  a  number  ô > 0  such  that

A*(z) = A*(z0) + e,   for    ||z - z0|| ^ ö ,       zeD.

Thus

ilog|^v(z)| ^ A*(z) = A*iz0) + £,    ||z-z0|| <ô,   zeD,   fc,v = 1,2,...,
v

whence

V*iz) = jsupjsup Jlog|0kv(z)|)*j*á A*(z0) + £, ||z-z0|| <ô,     zeD.

Since   £ > 0   is arbitrarily small,   we have    K*(z0)    ^    ^*(zo)-    Therefore,

A*iz) = V*iz), Q.E.D.

Putting £ = 5, it follows from Lemma 3

Corollary 1. If D satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 3, then the Silov boun-

dary of D with respect to functions which are plurisubharmonic in D is equal

to the Silov boundary of D with respect to functions which are holomorphic

in D icompare [A, p. 262]).
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We shall prove also

Corollary 2 (Lemma of Bremermann) [4, p. 256]). // U(z) is plurisubhar-

monic and continuous in a domain of holomorphy G, then for any G <=■ <=. G

and for any e>0 there exist k functions fx,...,fk holomorphic in G and k

positive integers cx,...,ck such  that

(19) U(z)-e = sup(llog|/1(z)|,...,-?-log|A(z)| 1    g  U(z),     zeG.

Indeed, there is a domain D which satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3 such

that

G czDdcG.

Therefore, due to the continuity of U(z) there is a finite system of functions

/;(z), i = 1,2.fe, which satisfy (19) for zeD. Thus Corollary 2 is true.

Theorem 1. If D satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 3, and moreover every

function f(z) holomorphic in D can be uniformly approximated in D by poly-

nomials, then

(20) V*(z) = u*(z,E,b), zeD.

Proof. By our assumptions D is polynomially convex. Therefore, O(z,£,0)

= ®(z,D,0) = 1 for z e D. Thus

u(z,£,fc) = lim   -   log <I>(z,E,Xb),       zeD.
A. I 0      x

Let g(z) be an arbitrary function holomorphic in D such that for some positive

integer v we have

(21) \g(z)\ = evbiI\     zeE.

There is a sequence of polynomials {Pk(z)} uniformly convergent to g(z) in D.

We may assume that

(22) |Pk(z)|^|a(z)|,       zeD,   fc = l,2,....

Let the degree of Pk be equal to vk. We have

|P,(z)|^expL-^fe(z)j,     ze£.

Therefore, due to Lemma 6.1

|Pt(z)| = V«(z,E, -1 fe )   =   [<&"" (z,E, -1 b ) ] V,

whence by (12.1)

Uog\Pk(z)\ = u(z,E,b),        zeD,   fc = 1,2.

Then t
-log|g(z)| g u(z,E,b),        zeD.
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Since g(z) is an arbitrary holomorphic function satisfying (21), we have by Lemma 3

V*(z) ^ u*(z) = u*(z,E,b), zeD.

But the function u*(z), being the upper envelope of functions (1/v) log | P(z) \

where P(z) is a polynomial such that (1/v) log |P(z)| ^ b(z) for zeE, cannot

be larger than V*(z) at any point of D. The proof is completed.

It will follow from the following theorem that the domain G considered in

Lemma 1 cannot be replaced by any larger domain.

Theorem 2.   // the domain D satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 3, then

there exist functions av(z), v = 0,1,..., holomorphic in D such that the series

00

f(z,w) = Z a,(z)wy
v=0

converges uniformly on H and on any compact subset of G, but it diverges at

any point outside of G.

Proof.   It follows from the proof of Lemma 3 that there exists a double sequ-

ence of functions gkv(z) holomorphic in D such that

(23) |a,v(z)|:gexp[vF*(z)], zeD,       k,v = l,2,...,

and

(24) exp V*(z) = {sup{limsup |atv(z)|1/v}}*.
k        v-»oo

Moreover if

(25) Vk(z) = lim sup J-log|flkv(z)|1/v,      zeD
. v-»oo       "

and

(26) U(z) = sup Vk(z), zeD,
k

then there exists a countable set D* c D, everywhere dense in D, such that

(27) lim   sup    U(z') = V*(z0).
z'-»zo,  z'eD*

Arrange the points of D* into a sequence

(28) PÍ» Pu P2> Pu P2> Pi, •••

and let p„ / = 1,2,..., be the Zth point of this sequence. For any I there is nt such

that

lim sup -log|a„IV(p,)| > U(p¡) -j,   I = 1,2,....
v-»oo v »

Therefore, there is a sequence of positive integers vt < v2.-<... such that

1 2
-logk.v,(Pi)|>ÍJ(p()- 7,   / = 1,2,....
v, t

It follows from (25), (26) and (28) that

limsup—log|aBlvI(z)| = U(z),       zeD*
¡-•00 Vl
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Therefore, by (27)

(29) limsup-log\gn¡v,iz)\ = V*(z),        zeD.
1-00 Vl

By assumption there is a seqence of domains of holomorphy {!>„} such that

(30) Dv=>Dv+l^D   and   DyiD.

For any v = 1,2,... there is the function gd[z) whose domain of existence is Dv

Let max(ZiH,)eH|¿ív(z)wv| = Mv. The function gv(z) = 1/Mvgv(z)is holomorphic in

Dv and

|ôfv(z)wv| il, zeH,

whence

(31) |áfv(z)| ^exp[vF*(z)], zeD.

Denote by äv(z) the vth function of the sequence

\i 9n,v,iz) >     c7v, + l(z)  ,     »2-»i'-2   >     9n2v2iZ) *     9v2 + l>  0, •••  ■

We claim that the series

00 J

(32) Z av(z)wv ,   where   av(z) = — 5v(z) ,       v = l,2,...,
v = l V

has all the required properties. First of all it follows directly from the construc-

tion of a,(z) that the series is uniformly convergent on H. Further by (29) and

(31) we have

(lim sup - log |a„(z)| J     =  V*(z).
I   v-»oo ^ 'J

Therefore the series (32) is uniformly convergent on any compact subset of G

and it is not convergent in a neighborhood of any point (z0, w0) such that z0 e D

and (z0, w0) $ G. To end the proof it is enough to show that if (z0, w0) e CG and

z0 e CD, then the series (32) is divergent. Indeed, by (30) there is some function

ay(z) which is not holomorphic at z0 ; therefore, (32) cannot converge at (z0, w0).
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